We at Tokai-Denshi Inc. are pleased to inform that our Flagship-model of our patented alcohol breathalyzing technology was delivered to Sri Lanka to ensure continued airport safety.

In the middle of December 2017, we delivered our system the “ALC-PRO II” to the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka. Our system is specialized for identifying individual users by utilizing a camera and is customized for management officers or pilots. This contract was conducted in through the Sri Lanka ODA (Official Development Assistance) program by the Japanese government. The Japanese government is now focusing on exporting high-quality products or service packages including instruction and training to developing nations around the world.

Most airport officers and pilots now must check their breath for alcohol content before getting to work each day.

Terms of Contract:

i) Goods: Alcohol Breathalyzing System ALC-PRO II Version 2.5 (English Ver.)

ii) Destination: Two units for Colombo International Airport (Bandaranaike)

iii) Services: Installation, Instruction, and daily maintenance

Using our knowledge and expertise from over 10 years in the Japanese market, we now feel confident that exporting our system to the transportation industry all over the world as a safety, security, and healthcare product has the potential to not only change healthcare awareness, but also drinking behavior.
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